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       Zenon the Phoenician, was born 350 B.C. in the town of Citum, Cyprus (Larnaca), 

his father was Minases and his mother Demias. At that time Citum was a Phoenician 

colony. Historians reported that he was tall, had a slender body, with a bent neck to his 

shoulder. His complexion was brownish, He was fond of eating fresh or sun dried figs. 

Many of the historians wrote about Zenon that he is of Phoenician origin; all agree 

that he was a pioneer of the pioneers who loved wisdom. He was the father of Stoicism. 

He preached and taught in a porch. He was the father of what we know today as school 

not Charlemagne. Zenon had a special look of the universe, he sees it through a divine 

hand and spiritual murmur, and stresses that there is no half-virtue .Virtue is one and 

comprehensive or not. Zenon emphasized that all human beings are brothers, every 

seeker of knowledge of all peoples and creeds, applying the principle of equality came 

to his cloister. “Zenon was able to give free citizens and to establish great men "as 

wrote Montesquieu. He was an example of morality, nobility and magnanimity, so he 

imposed his respect, dignity and veneration since he was frank, clear and serious and 

did not delude and did not cheat, he did not know the desperate days and was known 

to be calm far away from emotions, He was very patient and tolerant. He believed that 

the security of life is a voluntarily struggle for the best. Zenon was a safe man creative 

energetic, He has no differences between rich and poor, between authoritarian and 

doomed. His doctrine of "pantheism" is based on the unity between God and creatures.  

The principle of the conception of the world is synonymous to the principle of the 

creation of Sanchuniathon of Berytus. This theory was conceived from the idea that 

there is no “Non existence from Lack”, and that God or a Creator or the “Grand 

Architect Of the Universe” of Freemasons or the Spirit was flying the vacuum and 

turned air into water and putting in it generating cells simulating what happens in the 

womb of a mother. He believed that the Universe is made of mind and conscience, and 

nothing without the mind and conscience are able to generate something has mind 

and conscience. The greatest of his commandments is "The human has ONE tongue and 

TWO ears” too much talking turns to gossip and listening let the man learns. The most 

Honorable words were those engraved on his tomb, 

""""Haven’t youHaven’t youHaven’t youHaven’t you    enoughenoughenoughenough    pride that your country pride that your country pride that your country pride that your country Phoenicia gavePhoenicia gavePhoenicia gavePhoenicia gave    
birth birth birth birth to to to to Cadmus, who came to Greece to teach people theCadmus, who came to Greece to teach people theCadmus, who came to Greece to teach people theCadmus, who came to Greece to teach people the    
aaaallllpppphhhhaaaabbbbeeeetttt....""""    


